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Introduction:  China Lunar Exploration Pro-

gram(CLEP) is also called Chang‟E(CE) program. 

During the last decade, China has successfully lauched 

three lunar exploration missions which are CE1 in 

2007,CE2 in 2010 and CE3 in 2013. CE1 and CE2 are 

two orbiting missions with only one probe, while CE3 

is a soft-landing mission with a lander and a rover, and 

until now, some scientific payloads carried by the CE3 

lander are still working[1][2]. With these missions, a 

lot of lunar exploration data have been captured and 

sent to the earth ground station, then the original explo-

ration data were preprocessed, calibrated. After that, 

they also need to be archived and released, and this 

work is undertaken by the  Lunar and Deep Space Ex-

ploration Center. This approach is about to disscuss the 

details of the recent work in the science data archive 

and release in our center. 

Data Archive:  : According to the processing de-

gree, CE Data was achieved in different levels such as 

level 0,level 1 and level 2. CE Data in level 1 and level 

2  was archieved partly comply with PDS Standard 

(version in 3.6), however level 0 data was binary data. 

CE Data use labels to describe the Data Object, and the 

labels were in written in Object Description Language 

as the PDS. CE Data utilized the Cartographic Stan-

dards defined by the PDS. The Data Object definition 

Data Group definition and was also similar to that of 

PDS. Nevertheless, there are still several differences 

between CE Data and PDS Data. The Catalog of CE 

Data  Achieve is different from Standard PDS Data, 

CE Data do not contain some description files like 

“CATALOG”,  “DOCUMENT”,”INDEX”; Data Ob-

ject and Label is included in only ONE file for the Data 

Product in CE Data, besides that, CE Data also define a 

special naming method for the data products such as 

“CE1_BMYK_LAM_SCI_P_20071223114501_20071

223124510_0001_A.2A”. 

For the data sharing and interoperablility, in the 

onging missions, such as  CE5, CE4. We will  take   

PDS4 as the data archive method which  use XML to 

describe the Data Label and Data Object and  Data 

Label  will be written separately into two files. howev-

er, CE Data will still preserve the  data level characte-

ristics. 

Data Release:  After the CE1 mission in 2007, we 

have developed a website for the data release,  public 

users are allowed to registered and download the data 

from our  website „http://moon.bao.ac.cn‟. However, as 

the website only provide Chinese version and the spa-

tial search function such as WebGIS  is not provided, 

which impedes the usability of the website. 

The website is now being upgraded. A English ver-

sion of the website has been developed. Besides that, 

we have developed a WebGIS interface for the webi-

site which  is similar to the Lunar Obital data Explorer, 

with this interface, public users are allowed to search 

the data with  lunar maps, download the data, and even 

make some simple lunar thematic maps with the toolset 

provided by the WebGIS. The new website will be 

deploy soon after we finised the upgraded work . 
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